Blue Prism v6.7
The Digital Workforce for every Enterprise
Blue Prism v6.7 delivers greater ease of use, increased security and deployment flexibility. An
improved user experience with the inclusion of a Digital Exchange (DX) Tab directly on the platform
makes true connected-RPA more accessible. Greater globalization is possible with the introduction
of Blue Prism in French. And best in class security with enhanced server encryption and more, makes
Blue Prism v6.7 the Digital Workforce for every Enterprise.

Overview
Blue Prism v6.7 is all about empowering enterprise
users with more features and functionality and
greater security in order to get the most out of their
Blue Prism connected-RPA solution, while
unleashing human potential.

1) Be automatically imported into Blue Prism,
should the user already have it running.
2) Launch Blue Prism ready for import, if not
already open.

Ease of Use
1. Link to the Digital Exchange: Further
integrating the Blue Prism platform and the Digital
Exchange, which contains the intelligent skills that
empower the Blue Prism Digital Workforce. Users
can now launch the DX directly from the main
application window. This launches the user’s
default browser and opens the Digital Exchange.
With this direct integration of the DX users now
have easier access to a robust ecosystem of AI and
cognitive skills that enhance Blue Prism
automations.
Releases and Skills downloaded from the DX will
now be more easily importable into the product. If
a user double clicks a release or a Skill after
upgrading to 6.7 then this will either:

2. Studio navigation tree performance
optimizations: Several performance enhancements
have been applied to the tree view in the Studio and
Control Room to improve the usability of this control
at scale.
3. Product Localization/Translation: 6.7 will see
the product translated into French to continue our
program of improvements intended to facilitate
global deployments of Blue Prism. Users will now be
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presented with French as an option in the “Change
language” menu when signing into Blue Prism. By
making Blue Prism available in multiple languages
we continue to increase the adoption of RPA and
make it easier for users around the world to interact
with the product.
4. Online product help: The product help has been
updated and is now provided online and is
available in multiple languages. All of the in-product
links to help have been updated to this new online
resource. This new feature makes product help
more accessible and provides a broader suite of
information. Additionally, the help files can be
configured for local or offline deployment where
needed.

Increased Security Features:
1. Enhanced Server Encryption: As part of
providing a product built with security in mind, we
have made improvements to the way customers can
secure their environments, specifically their
application server configuration files. Blue Prism 6.7
now provides the ability to apply certificate-based
encryption to server config files.
This feature gives users the ability to apply stronger
levels of security which they can update more
frequently, providing greater protection of
potentially sensitive information and allowing Blue
Prism to follow internal security policies more easily.

3. Upgrade Trial/Learning installations: Existing
installations of Blue Prism Trial/Learning edition will
be upgraded automatically the first time the product
is launched after the install of a later version of Blue
Prism Trial/Learning edition. As new versions of the
product are released there is now a built-in capacity
for the product to upgrade itself on launch after
installation of the new version. This means anyone
currently using a Trial/Learning version of 6.6 can
upgrade to the latest version easily and without
disruption.
The Blue Prism Digital Exchange enables business
users to very quickly create new industry- and
process-specific expansions of the Blue Prism
platform.
Visit the Blue Prism customer portal to download
version 6.7 and access the Digital Exchange directly
from your Blue Prism instance.
Knowledge & Insight - The ability
to harvest, understand & deliver
insights from disparate data
sources.
Learning - The ability to adapt to
evolving process patterns & derive
contextual meaning.
Visual Perception -The ability to
read, understand & contextualize
visual information.

Deployment Flexibility features:
1. Improved dashboard & charting capabilities:
Clearer, more intuitive, and interactive dashboards
and charts are now available as part of v6.7.
Customers can now create line charts as well as bar,
column, pie and gauge charts. This enhancement
increases the functionality of the home page
dashboard, provides a more modern look and feel to
the product.
2. New Product Installer: 6.7 sees the main Blue
Prism installer updated to improve accessibility and
make the install and upgrade process easier.
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Problem Solving - The ability to
solve logic, business, and system
problems autonomously.

Collaboration - The ability to
work seamlessly alongside people
& systems.
Planning & Sequencing - The
ability to optimize workloads &
discover opportunities for better
outcomes.

